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Abstract. Two indicators are classically used to evaluate the quality of rule-based clas-
sification systems: predictive accuracy, i.e., the system’s ability to successfully reproduce
learning data and coverage, i.e., the proportion of possible cases for which the logical
rules constituting the system apply. In this work, we claim that these two indicators may
be insufficient, and additional measures of quality may need to be developed. We theoreti-
cally show that classification systems presenting “good” predictive accuracy and coverage
can, nonetheless, be trivially improved and illustrate this proposition with examples. To
conceptualize our main claim, we characterize a property of reducibility. A classifica-
tion system is said to be reducible, if and only if, its constituent rules can be replaced
by a subset of their elementary conditions, while preserving the quality of the system.
We derive a time-efficient constructive algorithm to test this property and to improve a
system’s predictive accuracy and coverage in case of a positive response. Furthermore,
we provide a set of sufficient conditions that can be used to detect non-reducibility and
thus validate rule-based classification systems. We use the proposed approach to eval-
uate a previously published work applied to a public dataset pertaining to the business
bankruptcy prediction, using three popular machine learning approaches (namely genetic
algorithms, inductive learning and neural networks). The results of this application sup-
port our main claim. We conclude this paper by suggesting that a classification system’s
ability to clarify trade-offs between attributes should be measured, and used as an ad-
ditional performance indicator. A possible further development of this work consists in
developing such an indicator.
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1. Introduction. Machine learning is defined as the study of computational methods
for improving performance by mechanizing the acquisition of knowledge from experience
[1]. As data collection and storage become easier and cheaper, there has been a grow-
ing interest in machine learning to facilitate the extraction of quality knowledge from
databases and numerous techniques have been proposed to perform this task. A large
proportion of knowledge discovery and extraction problems can be formulated as classi-
fication problems. This work is concerned with the tasks of evaluating the accuracy and
coverage of such techniques and is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some relevant
publications to this research. Section 3 formally states the problem of evaluating the
quality of a rule-based classification system, and Section 4 introduces the algorithm we
propose for the validation and reduction of such systems. This algorithm is applied to a
real case pertaining to business bankruptcy prediction, in Section 5, highlighting the need
for validation and reduction before deploying a rule-based classification system. Finally,
Section 6 concludes this work with perspective for further development of the proposed
approach.
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2. Related Work. The problem of inducing a minimal classification system being NP-
hard, is generally tackled through the use of heuristic or meta-heuristic approaches [3, 4].
The field of data mining has also seen several contributions relevant to this problem. We
can notably cite approaches based on closure systems [5], for unlabeled data, which aim
at compacting a space of descriptions into a reduced system of relevant sets that conveys
as much of the information contained in the complete space, as possible. Such approaches
have also been successfully adapted to labeled data [6], which makes them utilizable for
classification tasks. Considerations of coverage, accuracy and compactness are typically
at the heart of the design of these algorithms and are used as metrics to evaluate their
quality. A popular approach in data mining consists, for instance, in identifying free (or
generator) item-sets [7], which are expected to generate minimal sets of descriptions, or
non-redundant sub-groups [8, 9]. However, it should be noted that these considerations
are inherent to the learning approach used but cannot be embedded in other methods,
such as meta-heuristics. In this work, however, we propose a generic approach that can
be used to reduce a classification system after rules have been learnt. Moreover, our main
concern is not syntactical redundancy but unnecessary specialization in the structure of
classification rules. Thus, given a classification system, we aim at testing the reducibility
of such a system and when possible generating a more compact set of rules that would
improve both its accuracy and coverage, as we shall demonstrate, quite dramatically, on
the Bankruptcy Predicion dataset from the UCI machine learning repository, originated
from a previously published work [4], and that continues to be used as a benchmark in
more recent work [12, 13, 14, 15]. The present work can also be situated close to the
literature on pruning [10], with the notable distinction, however, that learning errors we
aim at correcting do not originate from noisy or conflicting data but from the adoption of
a blind optimization approach, with accuracy and coverage as objectives. As we shall see
through the aforementioned example, such inconsistencies can appear in trivial data-sets,
the triviality of which can, in fact, be hidden by the the unnecessary complexity of the
resulting classification systems.

3. Problem Statement. Given a set A of objects described by a set H of attributes,
and a set of classes C = {C1, . . . , Cl}, a classification problem consists in inducing a set
R of logical rules, also known as a rule-based classification system, or an expert system,
with an ability to assign objects from A into classes from C. Attributes in H can be of a
qualitative or quantitative (discrete or continuous) nature.

Moreover, the domains of these attributes and the classes in C can be non-ordered, in
which case we would say that the classification problem if purely nominal, or there can
exist a preference order among some of these domains, or between some classes. In this
case the classification problem is said to be ordinal [2].

Let H = {h1, . . . , hq, . . . , hQ} be the set of attributes considered to describe the objects
in A, and D = D1× · · · ×Dq × · · · ×DQ the set of all possible descriptions for an object,
each attribute hq ∈ H taking its values from domain Dq.

Let R be a conjunctive normal form (CNF) classification system whose structure is
presented in Figure 1. In this set of logical rules, an overall rule Rk, k ∈ {1, . . . , l}
corresponds to each class Ck. An object can be assigned to any class, if it satisfies its
corresponding overall rule. Consequently, we have R = R1 ∨ · · · ∨Rk ∨ · · · ∨Rl.

Each overall rule Rk represents a disjunction of mk CNF assignment rules Rj
k, j ∈

{1, . . . , mk}, i.e., Rk = R1
k ∨ · · · ∨Rmk

k , k ∈ {1, . . . , l}.
Finally, each assignment rule Rj

k consists of a conjunction of nj
k elementary conditions

rji
k , i ∈ {1, . . . , nkj}, j ∈ {1, . . . , mk}, k ∈ {1, . . . , l}, i.e., Rj

k = rj1
k ∧ · · · ∧ r

jnj
k

k . We can
also view an assignment rule as a set of elementary condition. An elementary condition
rji
k , i ∈ {1, . . . , nkj}, j ∈ {1, . . . ,mk}, k ∈ {1, . . . , l} is of the form “if condition then
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Figure 1. Structure of a classification system

Class = Ck”, the condition part of each elementary condition being of the general form
hq ∈ V , with q ∈ {1, . . . , Q}, and V ⊂ Dq. The meaning of such a condition is “attribute
hq takes a value in domain V”.

In inductive machine learning a classification system R is to be induced from a reference
set A′ ⊂ A of objects whose classes are known. It should be noted that this reference set
is often split into a training set, i.e., assignments used for induction, and a test set, i.e.,
assignments used for evaluation. However, this distinction is immaterial in the present
work. Thus, we shall consider, without loss of generality, the whole of set A′ to be the
training set, and the whole of set A to be the test set.
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However, before deploying a classification system, we need to be able to quantify its
performance and the quality of the classification it produces. The evaluation of compet-
ing machine learning methods for the induction of classification systems has thus received
more and more attention and numerous measures of quality exist for evaluating classifi-
cation system [1]. However, they are typically based on the two following indicators [4]
to be maximized.

• Predictive Accuracy: The percentage of objects in A′ that are correctly classified
by the classification system R. This is an indicator of the ability of a classification
system to reproduce learning examples.
• Coverage: The proportion of objects in A to which at least one overall rule in R

applies. This is a an indicator of a classification system’s universality.

By virtue of the principle of Occam’s Razor, and for approximately equal values of
the previous two indicators, the Compactness of a classification system stemming from
the principle of Occam’s Razor, is also considered as a measure of quality, albeit a less
important and less formal one. This leads to favor simpler classification systems. In
other word sets of logical rules that contain the least overall rules, assignment rules and
elementary conditions are preferable.

4. Proposed Validation and Reduction Algorithm.

Definition 4.1. A classification system R is said to be improvable if and only if, it

contains an assignment rule Rj
k = rj1

k ∧ · · · ∧ r
jnj

k
k that can be replaced by a strict subset

of its elementary conditions, without degrading the accuracy and coverage of the system.
In this case, we would say that assignment rule Rj

k is reducible.

In other words, we are referring to classification systems in which some elementary
conditions can be removed from an assignment rule, thus resulting in a more compact
system with better coverage, since the conditions to satisfy an assignment rule are relaxed.
Such a classification system would be considered improved if this operation does not
degrade its predictive accuracy.

Proposition 4.1. An assignment rule Rj
k = rj1

k ∧ · · · ∧ r
jnj

k
k is reducible to a strict subset

of its elementary conditions rji1
k ∧ · · · ∧ rjiS

k , with {i1, . . . , iS} ⊂
{
1, . . . , nj

k

}
, if and only

if, these elementary conditions are mutually exclusive with the condition part of any rule,
assigning to a different category compared with Ck.

Proof: Since we want to remove some elementary conditions from an assignment rule,
we must make sure that the remaining reduced subset of elementary conditions does not
overlap with the condition part a rule assigning to a different category. Indeed, that
would create a conflicting assignment, which would reduce the overall accuracy of the
classification system. Moreover, because we are thus expanding the condition part of an
assignment rule, the objects previously satisfying this rule remain covered. Therefore,
this operation cannot degrade the previous coverage of the classification system.

• Mutual exclusiveness implies that reducing an assignment rule can only lead to cover-
ing previously uncovered cases, thus improving coverage without degrading accuracy
(and typically improving it as well).
• Mutual non-exclusiveness implies that reducing an assignment rule leads to the cre-

ation of contradictory classification for some previously accurately classified cases,
thus reducing accuracy.

�
Algorithm 1 can be directly deduced from Proposition 4.1. It verifies the reducibility of

the assignment rules constituting a classification system, and trivially improve it in case
of a positive answer.
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm to verify reducibility and trivially improve classification
systems

Data: A classification system R
Result: Validating or else trivially improving R
for each overall rule Rk ∈ R do

for each assignment rule Rj
k ∈ Rk do

for each elementary condition rji
k ∈ Rj

k do
PossibilityReduction← True; for each overall rule Rt ∈ R do

if t ̸= k then

if Rj
k − rji

k ∩Rt ̸= ∅ then
PossibilityReduction← False;

else

end
else

end
end
if PossibilityReduction = True then

//Elementary condition rji
k can be removed from assignment rule Rj

k.

Rj
k ← Rj

k − rji
k ;

else

end
end

end
end

The following negative test can also be deducted from Proposition 4.1.

Corollary 4.1. For every pair of rules assigning to different classes, an attribute that
does not appear in both rules cannot be part of a clause or conjunction of clauses that
would reduce the expert system.

The following example shown illustrates the property of reducibility and the way the
approach we propose can be used to identify unnecessarily complex classification systems
and to reduce them to their simplest form, while improving their quality indicators.

Example 4.1. In order to give an intuitive understanding of how Proposition 4.1 applies
to a classification system, we consider a toy binary classification problem in which rules
classifying objects photographed by a camera at the entrance of a building are to be induced.
The photographed objects are to be recognized as being a car or not being a car. Table 1
presents the reference data set for this problem.

Let us suppose that the classification system presented in Table 2 is induced. It can be
noted that objects 1 to 4 in Table 1 are accurately classified by this set of rules, but object 5

Table 1. Illustrative data set

Object
Number of

passengers (P )
Number of wheels (W ) Class

1 2 3 or less Not car
2 20 4 or more Not car
3 2 4 or more Car
4 12 4 or more Not car
5 1 3 or less Not car
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satisfies no assignment rule. Thus, the predictive accuracy and coverage of the classifica-
tion system, with regard to this data set are both 4

5
= 80%. According to Proposition 4.1,

assignment rule R1
1 can be reduced to the elementary condition “if W = 3 or less then Not

car”, this elementary condition being mutually exclusive with the condition part of rules
R1

2. For the same reason, rule r2
1 can be reduced to elementary condition “if P > 10 then

Not car”, whereas rule R1
2 is not reducible, because each one of its elementary conditions

covers some objects that are also covered by the condition parts of rule R1
1 and rule r2

1.
Thus, the previous classification system can be trivially improved, as shown in Table 3,
resulting in 80% accuracy and coverage. Section 5 proposes a similarly-structured albeit
more realistic application.

Table 2. Illustrative classification system

Assignment rule Elementary conditions Class

R1
1 P > 1 and W = 3 or less Not car

R2
1 P > 10 and W = 4 or more Not car

R1
2 P = 2 and W = 4 or more Car

Table 3. Reduced form of the illustrative classification system

Assignment rule Elementary conditions Class

R1
1 W = 3 or less Not car

R2
1 P > 10 Not car

R1
2 P = 2 and W = 4 or more Car

5. Application: The Discovery of Experts’ Decision Rules from Qualitative
Bankruptcy Data. This applicative section is based on a work published in 2003 [4],
which notably proposes a genetic algorithm-based data mining method for discovering
bankruptcy decision rules from experts’ qualitative decisions. Data related to this article
were made public on the UCI machine learning repository, in 2014 [11] and several ulterior
works have built upon its results [12, 13, 14], the most recent of which is [15], which uses
the same data-set. As we shall explain in this section, this state of affair is unfortunate,
as this problem and data-set are trivial. However, the triviality of this problem has been
masked by the use of a blind optimization approach (meta-heuristic) for the classical
optimization of the accuracy and coverage. In this problem, a group of experts evaluate
772 manufacturing and service companies, through 6 economic factors:

• Industry Risk (IR).
• Management Risk (MR).
• Financial Flexibility (FF).
• Credibility (CR).
• Competitiveness (CO).
• Operating Risk (OP).

Possible values for each factor are Negative (N), Average (A), and Positive (P) and two
classes are observed Bankruptcy (B) and Non-bankruptcy (NB).

The authors design and apply a genetic algorithm for the induction of a classification
system for this problem and compare its quality, for the classification of 232 cases, to those
of two other approaches: an inductive learning method and a neural networks algorithm,
with satisfying results. Tables 4, 5 and 6 respectively describe the classification systems
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Table 4. Rules generated by an inductive learning method in [4]

Assignment
rule Elementary conditions

Rule1 IF FF is positive and CO is positive THEN Nonbankrupt
Rule2 IF FF is positive and CO is average and CR is average or positive THEN Nonbankrupt
Rule3 IF FF is positive and CO is average and CR is negative THEN Bankrupt
Rule4 IF FF is positive and CO is negative and MR is average or positive THEN Nonbankrupt
Rule5 IF FF is positive and CO is negative and MR is negative THEN Bankrupt
Rule6 IF FF is average and MR is positive and CO is average or positive THEN Nonbankrupt
Rule7 IF FF is average and MR is positive and CO is negative THEN Bankrupt
Rule8 IF FF is average and MR is average and OP is average or positive THEN Nonbankrupt
Rule9 IF FF is average and MR is average and OP is negative THEN Bankrupt
Rule10 IF FF is average and MR is negative THEN Bankrupt
Rule11 IF FF is negative and OP is positive THEN Nonbankrupt
Rule12 IF FF is negative and OP is average and IR is average or positive THEN Nonbankrupt
Rule13 IF FF is negative and OP is average and IR is negative THEN Bankrupt
Rule14 IF FF is negative and OP is negative and CR is average or positive THEN Nonbankrupt

Rule15 IF FF is negative and OP is negative and CR is negative and MR is average or positive
THEN Nonbankrupt

Rule16 IF FF is negative and OP is negative and CR is negative and MR is negative
THEN Nonbankrupt

Table 5. Rules generated by a neural networks-based algorithm in [4]

Assignment
rule Elementary conditions

Rule1 IF FF is positive and CO is average or positive THEN Nonbankrupt
Rule2 IF FF is positive and CO is negative and MR is average or positive THEN Nonbankrupt
Rule3 IF FF is positive and CO is negative and MR is negative THEN Bankrupt
Rule4 IF FF is average and MR is positive THEN Nonbankrupt
Rule5 IF FF is average and MR is average and OP is average or positive THEN Nonbankrupt
Rule6 IF FF is average and MR is average and OP is negative THEN Bankrupt
Rule7 IF FF is average and MR is negative THEN Bankrupt
Rule8 IF FF is negative and OP is positive THEN Nonbankrupt
Rule9 IF FF is negative and OP is average and IR is average or positive THEN Nonbankrupt
Rule10 IF FF is negative and OP is average and IR is negative THEN Bankrupt
Rule11 IF FF is negative and OP is negative THEN Nonbankrupt

Rule12 IF FF is negative and OP is negative and CR is negative and MR is negative THEN
Nonbankrupt

induced by each one of these techniques, and Table 7 summarizes their quality indicators
(accuracy, coverage, and number of rules as a measure of compactness).

By applying the proposed algorithm, we can conclude that the main classification sys-
tem, based on a genetic algorithm can be highly improved, as evidenced by Table 8, which
presents the reduced form of this classification system. Indeed, this reduced form results
in full accuracy and coverage, which means that the data set is trivial, as can be verified
in [11]. Moreover, classification systems induced by the other approaches cannot be re-
duced. This is due to the fact that the assignment rules in these systems include cases of
conflict inter-attribute (no attribute is overly important), and intra-attribute (high and
low values are represented in each elementary condition). The fact that assignment rules
cover these conflicting cases is inversely related to their ability to be reduced. Indeed, it
reduces the likelihood of finding mutually exclusive elementary conditions, as they cover a
larger range of alternatives. Measuring a classification system’s ability to resolve conflict-
ing cases seems, however, strongly dependent on the definition of attributes, values and
classes of the problem at hand. However, analyses of this aspect, such as the existing work
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Table 6. Rules generated by a genetic algorithm in [4]

Assignment
rule Elementary conditions

Rule1 IF FF is average or positive and CR is average or positive and CO is average or positive
THEN Nonbankrupt

Rule2 IF FF is negative and CR is negative and CO is negative and OP is negative THEN
Bankrupt

Rule3 IF FF is positive and CO is positive THEN Nonbankrupt

Rule4 IF IR is average or positive and CR is average or positive and CO is positive
THEN Nonbankrupt

Rule5 IF IR is average or positive and MR is average or positive and FF is average or positive
and CO is average or positive and OP is average or positive THEN Nonbankrupt

Rule6 IF MR is average or positive and CR is average or positive and CO is average or
positive THEN Nonbankrupt

Rule7 IF MR is negative or average and FF is negative and CR is negative CO is negative
THEN Bankrupt

Rule8 IF IR is positive and MR is average or positive and CO is positive THEN Nonbankrupt

Rule9 IF IR is average or positive and CO is positive and OP is average or positive THEN
Nonbankrupt

Rule10 IF MR is negative and FF is negative and CR is negative and CO is negative or average
and OP is negative or average THEN Bankrupt

Rule11 IF IR is negative and MR is negative and FF is negative and CO is negative THEN
Bankrupt

Table 7. The performances of data mining techniques in [4]

Technique No of rules Coverage Accuracy
GA 11 18.5 94.0

Inductive learning 16 15.3 89.7
Neural networks 12 15.6 90.3

Table 8. Reduced form of the genetic algorithm-induced classification system

Assignment rule Elementary conditions
Rule1 IF CO is positive THEN Nonbankrupt
Rule2 IF CO is negative THEN Bankrupt

Rule3
IF CO is average and FF is negative and CR is negative
THEN Bankrupt

Rule3
IF CO is average and FF is not negative or CR is not negative
THEN Nonbankrupt

for multicriteria aggregation procedures [16], could be conducted for specific rule-based
classification systems.

6. Conclusion. In this brief article, we have argued that predictive accuracy and cover-
age are not sufficient indicators of a classification system’s quality, and that any indicator
of quality can only be valid if measured for the most reduced possible form of a classi-
fication system. Moreover, values for these indicators can mask the triviality of a data
set with unnecessary complexity. We have thus proposed a procedure to perform such
a reduction. Finally, we have suggested that the reducibility of a classification system
seems to be tied to its ability to clarify trade-offs. Investigating this link and building
indicators for this ability are some of the possible perspectives for developing this work.
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